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About Menges Roller:
Since 1966, Menges Roller has served the converting, paper and light steel industries with the highest-quality
roller products and roll-related services. At their northeast Illinois facility, Menges designs and manufactures a
wide variety of precision-made hardshell rollers and rubber-covered rolls. The company also provides a wide
array of roller maintenance and repair services, from basic rubber recovering jobs to complex grooving,
crowning and balancing executions, to cylindrical refinishing, acid flushing of heat transfer rolls, and so on.
Menges Roller’s flagship line includes double-shelled heat transfer rollers, which are liquid filled and work to
heat or cool web substrate materials. These highly-engineered rolls serve key functions in a converting facility:
‘chill rolls’ are often used to cool recently-extruded film, and hot heat transfer rolls (capable of achieving
temperatures above 350F) are often used to improve the adhesive characteristics of glues used in laminating
lines. There are many other uses, and each plant has its own proprietary application. Whether they’re called
‘chill rolls’ or ‘heat transfer rolls’ or ‘thermal rolls’ – they all mean the same thing. These rolls transmit or
‘transfer’ the hot or cold energy carried by their thermal transfer liquids to the web/substrate material.
Many top converters and OEMs rely on Menges Roller to manufacture double-shelled, spiral-baffle, liquidfilled thermal rollers. Menges makes monoflow and duoflow models. Rollfaces are often finished with highgloss chrome plating (often polished to a mirror finish).
However, as with any piece of equipment, heat transfer rolls are not 100% trouble-free. Oxidation, rust,
corrosion and scaling can, over time, wreak havoc on a heat transfer roll. Caused by a number of factors –
over extended periods of time and with heavy use – these factors ultimately cause the rolls to lose
functionality.
Now, the Menges Roller Team has used its unique mix of industry knowledge and engineering experience to
develop a set of innovations that dramatically improves the functionality and lifespan of double-shelled heat
transfer rollers.
The attached document spells out the following details of this innovative technology:
- The causes and effects of heat transfer roll wear in a standard converting environment
- The variables that determine the extent and type of damage seen in most heat transfer rolls
- The new designs & material modifications that Menges Roller is implementing to solve these problems
- The improved results seen with Menges Roller’s innovations in heat transfer rolls
For these innovations in heat transfer roll technology, Menges Roller Company was awarded a
2013 AIMCAL Technical Excellence Award for Hybrid Chill Rollers.
Menges Roller is a member of
AIMCAL (The Association of International Metallizers, Coaters and Laminators)
and the
Flexible Packaging Association.
Please read the following document and feel free to contact Menges Roller with any questions.
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What is a Liquid-Filled Heat Transfer Roll Anyway?
Today’s converters rely heavily on heat-transfer rolls to heat-up or cool-down many types of material,
including web substrates, extruded plastics and laminates. Sometimes called chill rolls, heat transfer rolls are
made by several roller companies and OEMs. Many are chrome plated. All are liquid filled and tend to use
pre-heated or pre-chill fluids such as glycol, heat transfer oil, water or other chemical mixtures. There are
several design variations, but most heat transfer rolls feature a double-shelled configuration – where the
smaller shell fits inside the larger shell, leaving from .25 to 1.00 inch of space between the two – and the liquid
flows between the two shells. A spiral-baffle, which assists in the circulation of thermal transfer fluid, is often
welded in a winding fashion to the inner shell. The fluid enters the roller through holes bored in the journal
shaft. Liquids are either pumped in one end and out the other (monoflow design), or liquids flow both in and
out of the same end (duoflow design). A special fitting called a rotary union allows the roller to turn while the
supply hoses for the liquid are attached.

The Problem in Detail
But these basic design variations do not significantly slow the damaging effects of rust, oxidation, corrosion
and mineral deposits that, sooner or later, take a toll on almost every heat transfer roll. For plant managers
and engineers, this is just the beginning of their nightmare. They’ll also see decreases in thermal conductivity
(transfer of hot or cold temperature to the web), increased energy costs, accelerated equipment wear, and a
need to slow linespeeds and increase dwell times; these are the real costs of a rusted heat transfer roll.
The nature and degree of damage to any particular roll depends on several factors: rotation speed, the
chemical properties of the heat-transfer fluid, its flowrate, and so on. Regular maintenance procedures such
as acid flushing can slow the pace of breakdown; but sooner or later all liquid-filled rolls will see damage to
their inner chamber. The not-so-funny joke is that engineers are not able to see it happen: heat transfer rolls
break down on the inside, behind a wall of shiny chrome and steel.
Figure 1, below, is a basic illustration of a double-shelled spiral-baffle heat transfer roller with a monoflow
configuration. Note (in blue) the inner cavity containing the hot/cold liquid; this is area that breaks down.
Rust and corrosion or mineral deposits and scaling are seen on the inside of the outer shell and the outside of
the inner shell, and on the wrapped spiral baffle flutes.

Figure 1. With the monoflow design, heating/cooling liquid flows in one end & out the
other end. Because it is completely enclosed, it is impossible to actually see the slow rusting
of the inner chamber. Loss of performance is usually the first sign there is a problem.
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Figure 2. This shows the inner shell of a double-shelled chill roll that has been
dissected as part of a rebuild. The roll functioned well for years, but the converter
claims the roll doesn’t perform like it used to: not a surprise.

Figure 2. This double-shelled thermal roll played a critical role at its plant, so it was not
regularly acid flushed, which would have been disruptive, requiring removal of the roller. As
a result, rust and debris built up, and a complete inner shell rebuild was needed.
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Key Contributors to a Loss of Function
The exact cause of degradation for any particular roll depends primarily on the choice of thermal transfer fluid.
Glycols can be corrosive when heated; oils tend to coagulate, especially when combined with water or other
chemicals. Even if the roller contains straight water, the damaging effects can be substantial, especially if the
water is not perfectly balanced. Corrosion is generally associated low pH water. Mineral deposits and scaling
are associated with high pH water.
Most converters find it too expensive to purchase water monitoring equipment, dosing accessories, and the
steady stream of chemical additives required to keep the interior of their chill rolls clean. So damage and
degradation simply go on. And because it is not possible to see the roll’s inner chamber, the damage goes
unnoticed until a critical stage is reached: the roller simply ceases to efficiently transmit hot or cold energy.
When engineers do discover heat transfer rolls performing poorly, one of four actions are usually taken:
1. The roll is completely replaced. This is expensive and time consuming.
2. The roll is left in place. This is the most common reaction. More fluid is pumped through the roll in
order to achieve the desired heating or cooling of the web. This wears on pumps, supply lines and
fittings. Also, some plant managers will actually slow the roll’s rotation (which affects a plant’s overall
linespeed) to increase the duration of time the roll is in contact with the web (known as “dwelltime”).
3. The roll is temporarily removed and shipped to a roll rebuilding company (such as Menges Roller),
where the interior chamber is flushed using special chemicals designed to breakdown coagulants and
rust. These “acid flushing services” can be effective in removing solid and gelatinous materials that
were inhibiting thermal transfer, but it is disruptive because the roll must be removed from the plant.
4. The roll is so completely damaged that a complete overhaul of the roll is required. The outer shell is
cut away, then its inner walls are re-machined or the entire outer shell is replaced. The spiral baffles
on the inner shell are also removed, the inner shell’s outer wall is machined, then new spiral baffles
are installed. Usually the roll will also need to be re-chromed and rebalanced. All this is expensive and
disruptive, and can only be accomplished at an off-site full-service roller company like Menges Roller.

Innovative Solutions from Menges Roller Company
Despite these challenges, Menges Roller is not standing idly by. Utilizing a unique mix of engineering
innovation and a changeup in the choice of materials, Menges Engineers have developed a set of solutions that
solves the majority of aforementioned inner-cavity decay problems. What’s more, these new ideas may even
improve the overall functionality of double-shelled heat transfer rolls.
The new design starts with revising the choice of materials that makeup the exterior wall of the interior shell
and the spiral baffles. Traditionally, the entire inner shell and its attached spiral baffle flutes are all steel.
With Menges Roller’s new fabrication approach, a high-quality elastomer compound is extruded directly onto
the outer wall of the interior shell, essentially creating a thick jacket of elastomer around the inner shell.
Bonding agents marry the elastomer to the inner shell. The cured elastomer is then carved – using computercontrolled groove machines – to form the raised spiral baffles. The final product is an inner shell with raised
spiral baffles similar in size and angle to those of the all-metal version – but this new design will not rust
because it is not made of steel. The Menges design uses a special elastomer compound.
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The elastomer compound chosen to serve as the inner-shell jacket is heat-resistant and strong enough to
withstand the high-pressure circulation of liquids over an extended time period. But the most beneficial
characteristic of the compound is that it resists corrosive chemicals (for converters running glycol through the
roll). Moreover, because the material is not metallic, it will not rust (for converters running water through the
roll). Additionally, mineral deposits (scaling) will not buildup on this compound.
With these problems solved, the operator can say goodbye to disruptive maintenance procedures such as acid
flushing services and expensive roll rebuilding projects. But this new-design inner shell also has substantial
benefits relating to thermal transfer and optimized process efficiency.
With Menges Roller’s new design, because the steel inner shell is insulated with a thick elastomer covering, the
hot or cold energy of the thermal fluid is now only absorbed by the outer shell (where it belongs); the thermal
energy is no longer wasted by absorption by the inner shell. In a traditional double-shelled roll, where the fluid
has direct contact with the inner shell, the fluid’s heat/cold is absorbed by that inner shell. This represents a
substantial waste of hot/cold energy, which is subsequently a waste of money and unnecessary use of
heating/cooling equipment. With this new configuration, no longer does the inner shell act as a heat sink,
using up valuable BTUs meant for the outer shell. The thermal fluid’s energy goes to the roll’s face, doing its
prescribed job of heating or cooling the web.
Now, with increased efficiency in thermal conductivity, a series of secondary benefits can be realized. To
demonstrate this, think of the traditional roller, with much of the fluid’s heat being absorbed by the inner
shell. This represents a loss of hot or cold energy. So, in order to compensate for this loss of BTUs and still
achieve the desired rollface-to-web heating or cooling effect, engineers must push pumps to work harder,
which forces pumps to work harder, leading to premature wear. Heating or cooling units must be adjusted as
well, which means dialing-up refrigerant settings or resistance coils on heaters, both of which are expensive
propositions. In some cases, more powerful pumps, higher capacity tanks, or larger heating/cooling devices
must be purchased. With this new elastomer-coated inner shell configuration, rolls will not corrode,
resulting in dramatic decreases in maintenance issues, overall cost savings and improved roller performance
Figure 3 details Menges Roller’s new inner shell design, featuring the elastomer coat with spiral baffle flutes.

Figure 3. This image displays the new inner shell design. In the past, this entire component would have
been steel. This new design features a steel core with a proprietary elastomer jacket with formed ribs to
form the spiral baffles that circulate thermal liquids. The holes in the shaft facilitate the flow of liquids.
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The above developments are substantial. However, the inner compartment of a double-shelled roll consists of
more than just the inner shell; innovations must also be developed to protect the inner wall of the outer shell.
This area, although not bristling with debris-trapping spiral baffles, is equally susceptible to rust, corrosion,
oxidation, and – most important to converting and laminating processes – loss of thermal conductivity.
So the second portion of Menges Roller Company’s roll fabrication breakthrough takes the form of a protective
anti-erosion coating compound that is applied directly to this inner wall of the outer shell.
This anti-corrosive coating, when applied to the inner wall of a roll’s outside shell, is an excellent resistor of not
just corrosion, but also erosion, rust and other forms of oxidation. The coating is very hard and microscopic
nuisances have a difficult time gaining a foothold. By coating the interior wall of the outer shell with this
material, the inner cavity of the roll is completely protected.
Plus, this anti-corrosive coat does not negatively affect the transfer of heat or cold to the web. Since this
material is metallic, it conducts hot/cold to the outer shell quite well. There is no loss of performance when
compared to a new roll without this coating. Of course, the real benefit is realized over the course of time.
Figure 4, below, shows the corrosion-resistant metallic material applied to the inner wall of the outer shell.

Figure 4. This shows an outer shell with the corrosion-resistant coating applied to the inner walls.
In addition to being deft to oxidation, the material has excellent thermal conductivity properties.

Summary:
Liquid-filled heat transfer rolls have played a key role in the converting industry for many years – but with
today’s advanced laminates, adhesives and extrusion techniques – high-performing chill and heat transfer rolls
are becoming more and more critical to product quality and faster operation speeds. Not only must today’s
heat transfer rolls maintain very hot or cool temperatures to within +/- 1 degree Fahrenheit over extended
production runs, but these rolls are expected to last 10+ years with very little maintenance.
These improvements in heat transfer roll performance were developed in response to customers seeking peak
performance at all times. It is expected that heat transfer rolls fabricated using Menges Roller’s new
technology should see very little or no rust or loss of performance, even over extended periods of time.
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With implementation of these new innovations, the rust, oxidation, corrosion and depositing problems which
sometimes render expensive heat transfer rolls almost useless are virtually eliminated.
These innovations also improve the roll’s thermal conductivity:
 shortened roller-to-web dwelltimes, which increases a converter’s linespeed
 longer pump and heating/cooling equipment lifespans
 improved converting process results and better overall product quality for the plant
Competitive roller fabrication companies are always interested in optimizing the performance of their rollers in
the field. As with any new technology, real-world applications represent the best means of analyzing
performance dynamics. As these applications are increasingly implemented, they will provide substantial
benefits to many converters in the form of lower costs for energy, maintenance, and capital purchases, longer
“peak-performance” lifespans for liquid-filled double-shelled rolls, and less downtime for the plants in which
these new Menges Roller heat transfer rolls are installed.

